Enslaved, Parts 1-4

***** Includes Bonus Chapters!!!! *****
Dont we all deserve a chance to explore
our deepest, darkest fantasies?
Lila
Donovan must make a choice: should she
marry nice, plain vanilla Eric- her loyal but
incredibly boring fiance? Or should she
take a walk on the wild side before settling
down? Deciding to take the leap, Lila
agrees to become a sex slave at Webster
House- and submit to a imaginative variety
of wicked sex acts. Part 1: Before she can
meet her new Master and Mistress, Lila
must be cleaned thoroughly, inside and out.
Then she is measured by a sadistic doctor
who does things to her no doctor ever has
before. When she wakes up in her new
quarters, she and her fellow slave Wendy
are given a special breakfast their guards
are only too happy to provide. Part 2: Its
day two and time to meet her new Master
and Mistress- both of whom must be
thoroughly pleasured before the day is
done.
Part 3: Lila is introduced to an
experience she wont soon forget courtesy
of Wendy. But with the help of an
admiring guard, Lila gets revenge... and it
involves an oversized spoon and a pint of
ice cream. In yet another tantalizing scene,
Lila meets with Master Keith and Mistress
Jessica again and they introduce her to
their favorite game: slave-in-the-middle.
Part 4: A storm is brewing and Lila is
invited to her first party at Webster House.
Master Keith and Mistress Jessica have
invited all their fellow Masters and slaves
from the area to ride out the hurricane in
their basement dungeon. What follows is a
BDSM sexual free-for-all, the likes of
which Lila had never imagined. Bonus
Chapters: The six guards of Webster House
spend the morning with Lila and her fellow
sex slave, Wendy.
All options are
explored. All this and many more sexual
adventures abound in this combined
volume of the Enslaved series. Adult
Content! Group sex, oral sex, anal sex,
rough sex, restraints, enemas, fisting, sex
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toys and punishments! This book is not for
the faint of heart! Explicit content! Rough
sex, multiple sex partners, vaginal, anal,
oral, sex toys, enemas, fisting, restraints
and punishments! If its part of the BDSM
world, you will find it in this collection.
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